The concept of active microchannel for precise manipulation of particles in biomedicine is reported in this paper. A novel vibration-assisted thermal imprint method is proposed for effective formation of a microchannel network in the nanocomposite piezo polymer layer. In this method, bulk acoustic waves of different wavelengths excited in an imprinted microstructure enable it to function in trapping-patterning, valve, or free particle passing modes. Acoustic waves are excited using a special pattern of electrodes formed on its top surface and a single electric ground electrode formed on the bottom surface. To develop the microchannel, we first started with lead zirconate titanate (PZT) nanopowder [Pb (Zr x , Ti 1−x ) O 3 ] synthesis. The PZT was further mixed with three different binding materials-polyvinyl butyral (PVB), poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), and polystyrene (PS)-in benzyl alcohol to prepare a screen-printing paste. Then, using conventional screen printing techniques, three types of PZT coatings on copper foil substrates were obtained. To improve the voltage characteristics, the coatings were polarized. Their structural and chemical composition was analyzed using scanning electron microscope (SEM), while the mechanical and electrical characteristics were determined using the COMSOL Multiphysics model with experimentally obtained parameters of periodic response of the layered copper foil structure. The hydrophobic properties of the PZT composite were analyzed by measuring the contact angle between the distilled water drop and the three different polymer composites: PZT with PVB, PZT with PMMA, and PZT with PS. Finally, the behavior of the microchannel formed in the nanocomposite piezo polymer was simulated by applying electrical excitation signal on the pattern of electrodes and then analyzed experimentally using holographic interferometry. Wave-shaped vibration forms of the microchannel were obtained, thereby enabling particle manipulation.
Introduction
Microfluidic systems, which have networks of microchannels that have dimensions ranging from tenths to hundredths of micrometers, are used to manipulate picoliter-level laminar fluid flow, discrete fluid droplets, particles, or cells [1] [2] [3] [4] . Their functional, analytical, and sampling features are attractive for application in biology, life sciences (such as for cytometry), diagnostics lab-on-chip devices, microscale cell culture, etc. [5] [6] [7] [8] . Initially, microchannels of such systems were fabricated in solid substrates (silicon, glass) [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , but with the development of novel plastic materials and their fabrication technologies, poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), polystyrene (PS), polycarbonate (PC), and cyclic olefin copolymer (COC) started to be used due to their biocompatibility and more effective fabrication [12, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . In this paper, we propose the concept of an active microchannel, i.e., a microchannel formed in piezo polymer, which combines the advantages of plastic materials and the functional ability of the channel to transport droplets due to wave-type deformation of its walls.
Acoustophoresis, a method based on the application of acoustic radiation force for precise manipulation of picoscale fluid droplets or particles, is well known. The application of surface acoustic waves (SAW) is especially promising. Due to the effect of standing acoustic waves (SSAW), particles are patterned across the microchannel, and due to the effect of travelling surface acoustic waves, streaming of the particles or droplets can be obtained [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] .
Usually, SAW [20] [21] [22] [23] is excited on a LiNbO 3 substrate by applying AC signal on a pattern of electrodes formed on the surface of the substrate. The authors of [14] reported on the integration of thin lead zirconate titanate (PZT) film with silicon/glass substrate into a microchannel structure and the generation of bulk acoustic wave (BAW) for patterning of the particles across the microchannel.
In the reviewed cases, the microchannel formations were either composed of separate piezo elements (LiNbO 3 substrate [20] [21] [22] [23] or PZT [24, 25] ) and nonactive glass, silicon, or polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) elements. However, none of the works reported on surface microshape or spatial formations from piezo polymer materials being used in microfluidics. Under the effect of electric excitation at certain zones, such formations would enable bidirectional (along and across microchannel) patterning and streaming of particles.
An analysis of existing and future developments of nano/microfluid mechanical systems in [26] clearly shows that the research problem formulated by us is relevant and needs serious research attention.
In this paper, we present the results of the development of an active microchannel formed in piezo polymer nanocomposite material using the vibration-assisted thermal imprint process. The schematic view of the developed microfluidic chip with a network of microchannels is shown in Figure 1 . In the close-up, a fragment of the channels imprinted in PZT nanocomposite is highlighted. In this paper, we propose the concept of an active microchannel, i.e., a microchannel formed in piezo polymer, which combines the advantages of plastic materials and the functional ability of the channel to transport droplets due to wave-type deformation of its walls.
Usually, SAW [20] [21] [22] [23] is excited on a LiNbO3 substrate by applying AC signal on a pattern of electrodes formed on the surface of the substrate. The authors of [14] reported on the integration of thin lead zirconate titanate (PZT) film with silicon/glass substrate into a microchannel structure and the generation of bulk acoustic wave (BAW) for patterning of the particles across the microchannel.
In the reviewed cases, the microchannel formations were either composed of separate piezo elements (LiNbO3 substrate [20] [21] [22] [23] or PZT [25, 24] ) and nonactive glass, silicon, or polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) elements. However, none of the works reported on surface microshape or spatial formations from piezo polymer materials being used in microfluidics. Under the effect of electric excitation at certain zones, such formations would enable bidirectional (along and across microchannel) patterning and streaming of particles.
In this paper, we present the results of the development of an active microchannel formed in piezo polymer nanocomposite material using the vibration-assisted thermal imprint process. The schematic view of the developed microfluidic chip with a network of microchannels is shown in Figure 1 . In the close-up, a fragment of the channels imprinted in PZT nanocomposite is highlighted. Analyses of its performance in particle trapping, valve, and free pass modes were carried out. The paper is organized as follows. First, the synthesis of the PZT composite material and fabrication of the PZT composite coating to be used for the microchannel network formation is presented. Then, its composition is analyzed, and its mechanical characteristics are determined. Hydrophobicity analysis of the PZT coatings is carried out by examining their interaction with a water droplet. Next, the vibration-assisted thermal imprint method developed by us is discussed, and the characteristics of the microchannels obtained by it are presented. Finally, a simulation is carried out to examine the behavior of a single microchannel under periodic excitation by COMSOL Multiphysics, and its performance is experimentally tested. Analyses of its performance in particle trapping, valve, and free pass modes were carried out. The paper is organized as follows. First, the synthesis of the PZT composite material and fabrication of the PZT composite coating to be used for the microchannel network formation is presented. Then, its composition is analyzed, and its mechanical characteristics are determined. Hydrophobicity analysis of the PZT coatings is carried out by examining their interaction with a water droplet. Next, the vibration-assisted thermal imprint method developed by us is discussed, and the characteristics of the microchannels obtained by it are presented. Finally, a simulation is carried out to examine the behavior 4 , zirconium butoxide Zr(OC 4 H 9 ) 4 (80% solution in n-butanol), oxalic acid dihydrate C 2 H 2 O 4 •2H 2 O, 25% ammonia solution, and deionized water. In deionized water (100 ml), 26 g of lead(II) acetate was dissolved. In a separate glass with 500 ml of deionized water, oxalic acid dehydrate (32 g) was dissolved, and the solution was heated up to 50 • C. Then, 5.1 g of titanium butoxide and 7.65 g of 80% zirconium butoxide solution was added drop-wise. The obtained mixture was stirred intensively to obtain a clear yellow solution. This titanium and zirconia alkoxide solution was mixed with the lead acetate solution and alkalized with 25% ammonia solution until pH 9-10 was achieved by continuing to stir the solution for 1 hour. The precipitate of the PZT precursors, i.e., white amorphous, was filtered in vacuum and washed with deionized water and acetone during filtering. Then, the material was dried at 100 • C for 12 h. The obtained powder was calcinated for 9 h at 1000 • C. In the final stage, the PZT powder was milled and mixed with 30% solution of a binding material-PVB, PMMA, or PS-in benzyl alcohol, and a screen-printing paste was obtained. The ratio of the components was defined to be 80% PZT and 20% binder in a dry coating (0.83 g of 30% PVB, PMMA, or PS solution for 1 g of PZT powder). The paste viscosity was adjusted to be 40 ± 5 Pa·s with benzyl alcohol (Brookfield Viscometer, ABZ spindle, 10 rpm, 25 ± 1 • C).
Formation of PZT Composite Material Layer
In the next stage of active microchannel development, the piezo polymer coating in which the active channel would be imprinted was formed on a copper foil. Three coatings with different binding materials were formed and investigated: element 1 with PZT/PMMA coating, element 2 with PZT/PS coating, and element 3 with PZT/PVB coating.
Using conventional screen printing techniques, the paste was applied to copper foil substrates using a polyester monofilament screen ( Figure 2 ) with 48/70 mesh (Table 1) . Then, the coatings were dried at a temperature of 100 • C for 30 min in an electric oven. Images of the coating samples on copper foil are shown in Figure 3 . For cases where PZT composite layers of different thickness are needed, parameters of the coatings obtained using other polyester monofilament screens are presented in Table 1 . Dimensions of the samples were 55 × 65 mm.
Using conventional screen printing techniques, the paste was applied to copper foil substrates using a polyester monofilament screen (Figure 2 ) with 48/70 mesh (Table 1) . Then, the coatings were dried at a temperature of 100 °C for 30 min in an electric oven. Images of the coating samples on copper foil are shown in Figure 3 . For cases where PZT composite layers of different thickness are needed, parameters of the coatings obtained using other polyester monofilament screens are presented in Table 1 . Dimensions of the samples were 55 × 65mm. Figure 3 . Samples of the coating on copper foil: 1, PZT/poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA); 2, PZT/polystyrene (PS); 3, PZT/polyvinyl butyral (PVB).
Polarization of the Coating

The samples were polarized in order to align the dipole vectors of the PZT grains in it and to obtain the resulting polarization vector perpendicular to the coating plane. Then, a network of active microchannels was formed using a vibration-assisted thermal imprint process. Microchannels, being surface special formations in piezo polymer, undergo deformations under the excitation of electric field due to inverse piezo effect. Polarization of the coating was performed by poling, i.e., electrical pole alignment by applying high voltage on the coating. The copper foil substrate with the coating on it was placed in 5 kV potential for 30 min by fixing it with the help of special brackets in between positive and negative poles (Figure 4 ). Under the effect of electrical field, PZT grain poles were aligned, resulting in improved voltage characteristics of the piezoelectric coating.
surface special formations in piezo polymer, undergo deformations under the excitation of electric field due to inverse piezo effect. Polarization of the coating was performed by poling, i.e., electrical pole alignment by applying high voltage on the coating. The copper foil substrate with the coating on it was placed in 5 kV potential for 30 min by fixing it with the help of special brackets in between positive and negative poles (Figure 4) . Under the effect of electrical field, PZT grain poles were aligned, resulting in improved voltage characteristics of the piezoelectric coating. For the analysis of electrical and mechanical properties, 15 × 25 mm size samples were cut from the copper foil substrate with poled PZT polymer coating, and contact wires were attached to them.
Experimental Analysis of PZT Coatings
Analysis of Structural and Chemical Composition
Scanning electron microscope (SEM) Quanta 200 FEG integrated with energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDS) detector X-Flash 4030 from Bruker was used to analyze the structural and chemical composition of the synthesized PZT composite material. In a water steam atmosphere with controlled pressure, three poled elements with different binding materials were examined. Sample 1 was PZT/PMMA, sample 2 was PZT/PS, and sample 3 was PZT/PVB. A 133 eV (at Mn K) energy resolution at 100,000 cps was achieved with a 30 mm 2 area solid-state drift detector, cooled with Peltier element. Energy differences between quantum states of the system were measured, and the probability of system jumps between these states were determined. X-ray spectroscopy was applied for the analysis of energy distributions.
The SEM images of the analyzed samples are presented in Figure 5 . They reveal the granular structure of sample 1 with grain size of ~1.1 µm in diameter on the surface. The surface of sample 2 was smoother, and its grains were smaller-0.9 µm in diameter. There were 3D structures on sample 3 with empty cavities of 6-8 µm in diameter. The full composition of the elements can be seen in Figure 6 . The main composition elements were carbon (C) and zirconium (Zr), which are both good For the analysis of electrical and mechanical properties, 15 × 25 mm size samples were cut from the copper foil substrate with poled PZT polymer coating, and contact wires were attached to them.
Experimental Analysis of PZT Coatings
Analysis of Structural and Chemical Composition
The SEM images of the analyzed samples are presented in Figure 5 . They reveal the granular structure of sample 1 with grain size of~1.1 µm in diameter on the surface. The surface of sample 2 was smoother, and its grains were smaller-0.9 µm in diameter. There were 3D structures on sample 3 with empty cavities of 6-8 µm in diameter. The full composition of the elements can be seen in Figure 6 . The main composition elements were carbon (C) and zirconium (Zr), which are both good conductors and therefore meet the condition for good piezoelectric properties of the developed novel PZT coatings. 
Mechanical and Electrical Characteristics of PZT Coatings
The mechanical and electrical characteristics of the multilayer foil structure with PZT coating were determined using the COMSOL Multiphysics model and applying the experimentally obtained registered mechanical and electrical parameters of periodic response of the structure. The vibration amplitude was measured with the help of laser triangular displacement sensor LK-G3000, and the generated electrical potential was collected with an USB oscilloscope PicoScope 3424 ( Figure 7) . By analyzing the first vibration mode by simulation model in COMSOL Multiphysics with the registered data, the mechanical characteristics of every specimen were calculated (see Table 2 ). 
The mechanical and electrical characteristics of the multilayer foil structure with PZT coating were determined using the COMSOL Multiphysics model and applying the experimentally obtained registered mechanical and electrical parameters of periodic response of the structure. The vibration amplitude was measured with the help of laser triangular displacement sensor LK-G3000, and the generated electrical potential was collected with an USB oscilloscope PicoScope 3424 ( Figure 7) . By analyzing the first vibration mode by simulation model in COMSOL Multiphysics with the registered data, the mechanical characteristics of every specimen were calculated (see Table 2 ). The highest module of elasticity (6.3 GPa) was observed for the PZT nanocomposite with PMMA binding material, while usage of PS and PVB led to lower elasticity modulus of 5.3 and 3.9 GPa, respectively ( Table 2 ). Eighty percent of the nanocomposite material was PZT nanoparticles (Young's modulus 63 GPa), while the share of binding material was just 20%. Due to this, the modulus of elasticity was reduced approximately 10 times. These results are in agreement with data found in the literature. The Young's modulus of PMMA is 3.1 GPa [27] , the Young's modulus of PS is 2.7 GPa [28] , while PVB has the lowest modulus of elasticity of 50 MPa [29] .
Periodic vibrations of the analyzed specimen were excited, and electrical potential due to the piezoelectric effect of the PZT material was generated ( Figure 8 ). Experimental setup for determination of mechanical and electrical characteristics of the samples: 1, sample holder; 2, LK-G82 sensor head; 3, LK-G3001PV control block; 4, PicoScope oscilloscope; 5, computer. The highest module of elasticity (6.3 GPa) was observed for the PZT nanocomposite with PMMA binding material, while usage of PS and PVB led to lower elasticity modulus of 5.3 and 3.9 GPa, respectively ( Table 2 ). Eighty percent of the nanocomposite material was PZT nanoparticles (Young's modulus 63 GPa), while the share of binding material was just 20%. Due to this, the modulus of elasticity was reduced approximately 10 times. These results are in agreement with data found in the literature. The Young's modulus of PMMA is 3.1 GPa [27] , the Young's modulus of PS is 2.7 GPa [28] , while PVB has the lowest modulus of elasticity of 50 MPa [29] .
Periodic vibrations of the analyzed specimen were excited, and electrical potential due to the piezoelectric effect of the PZT material was generated ( Figure 8 ). The highest value of generated electrical potential was registered for the specimen with PS as the binding material, with the generated voltage reaching 3 mV. The lowest results was registered for PZT with PVB as the binding material, with a generated voltage of 2.1 mV, while PZT with PMMA as the binding material registered a value of 2.5 mV (Figure 8 ).
Hydrophobicity Analysis of PZT Coatings
The network of microchannels is a spatial formation imprinted in the developed PZT composite. As it is intended to be used for precise manipulation of droplets, the hydrophobic properties of the surface contacting the manipulated fluid are important. The hydrophobic properties of the PZT composites were analyzed by measuring the contact angle at the interface of the PZT surface and the distilled water droplet.
The structure of the experimental setup for contact angle measurement is shown in Figure 9 . All its parts were placed on the surface of a table, which was isolated from external excitation sources. The setup consisted of two optical lenses (focal length of 600mm) placed between the camera (Guppy F-503 B&W CMOS) and the specimen with a water droplet on its surface. The positioning height of the cameras could be adjusted with respect to the droplet (Figure 10 ). The highest value of generated electrical potential was registered for the specimen with PS as the binding material, with the generated voltage reaching 3 mV. The lowest results was registered for PZT with PVB as the binding material, with a generated voltage of 2.1 mV, while PZT with PMMA as the binding material registered a value of 2.5 mV (Figure 8 ).
The structure of the experimental setup for contact angle measurement is shown in Figure 9 . All its parts were placed on the surface of a table, which was isolated from external excitation sources. The setup consisted of two optical lenses (focal length of 600 mm) placed between the camera (Guppy F-503 B&W CMOS) and the specimen with a water droplet on its surface. The positioning height of the cameras could be adjusted with respect to the droplet (Figure 10 Figure 11 . Then, the droplet profile was approximated as a polynomial curve through these knots, and the contact angle between it and the sample surface was determined. Testing was performed in a dark laboratory room with a light setting in which the liquid droplet appeared to be black. This was necessary in order to ensure measurement accuracy and to perform image analysis.
For contact angle measurement, samples of PZT composites with the three different binding materials were used. Distilled water droplet was used as the liquid.
Firstly, for accurate positioning of the droplet image, the height of the specimen holder was adjusted by positioning the specimen parallel to the camera vision field. Then, 0.02 µl droplet of distilled water was diffused from the pipet onto the analyzed surface from a height of 1 cm. For image processing, the open-source software ImageJ provided by Wayne Rasband was used. Drop snake method implemented in its plugin was applied for contact angle measurement. This method is based on using polynomial fit for obtaining the droplet profile curve. Seven knots starting from the left lower end to the right lower end were put along the profile of the droplet, as shown in Figure 11 . Then, the droplet profile was approximated as a polynomial curve through these knots, and the contact angle between it and the sample surface was determined.
A water droplet was tested on three different samples of PZT polymer composites with the three different binding materials, i.e., PVB, PMMA, and PS ( Figure 10 ). Each test was done under the same parameters, and the obtained images were analyzed several times. A water droplet was tested on three different samples of PZT polymer composites with the three different binding materials, i.e., PVB, PMMA, and PS (Figure 10 ). Each test was done under the same parameters, and the obtained images were analyzed several times.
PZT/PMMA
PZT/PS PZT/PVB Figure 11 . Polynomial fit of the droplet profile through knots starting from the left lower end to the right lower end. Graphical representation of the values of measured contact angle (θ) for different multilayer polymer specimens is shown in Figure 12 . The maximum value of the contact angle was observed for PZT + PMMA: 92.94 • with a measurement error of ±1 • . The lowest contact angle was observed for PZT + PVB: 80.71 • with measurement error ±1.3 • . The measured value of contact angle for PZT + PS was 88.8 • with a measurement error of ±1.16 • , which was between the measured values for PMMA and PVB. According to [30, 31] , polymer materials are considered as hydrophilic if the contact angle of water is less than 90 • . Therefore, it could be stated that PMMA was in the range of hydrophobic materials with water, while PVB and PS could be considered as hydrophilic surfaces with water as their contact angle was less than 90 • . Graphical representation of the values of measured contact angle (θ) for different multilayer polymer specimens is shown in Figure 12 . The maximum value of the contact angle was observed for PZT + PMMA: 92.94° with a measurement error of ±1°. The lowest contact angle was observed for PZT + PVB: 80.71° with measurement error ±1.3°. The measured value of contact angle for PZT + PS was 88.8° with a measurement error of ±1.16°, which was between the measured values for PMMA and PVB. According to [30, 31] , polymer materials are considered as hydrophilic if the contact angle of water is less than 90°. Therefore, it could be stated that PMMA was in the range of hydrophobic materials with water, while PVB and PS could be considered as hydrophilic surfaces with water as their contact angle was less than 90°.
Vibration-Assisted Thermal Imprint of Microchannel Network
The parameters of the network of microchannels formed by the method of vibration-assisted thermal imprint are as follows: length, 20 µm; period, 4 µm; depth, 0.56 µm; width of the land, 2 µm; and width of the ridge, 2 µm.
At present, several microchannel fabrication techniques are known [26] , including microdeformation, micromachining, lithography, microelectromechanical systems with deep reactive-ion etching (MEMS (DRIE)), and laser micromachining. Each of them has its own advantages and shortcomings. For example, microdeformation is low cost and quick but is relatively low precision and requires additional processing; micromachining is low cost and has sufficient precision but only allows simplistic shapes to be machined; lithography is a slow process technique; and laser micromachining is a relatively expensive technique, although it can give good accuracy, shape 
At present, several microchannel fabrication techniques are known [26] , including microdeformation, micromachining, lithography, microelectromechanical systems with deep reactive-ion etching (MEMS (DRIE)), and laser micromachining. Each of them has its own advantages and shortcomings. For example, microdeformation is low cost and quick but is relatively low precision and requires additional processing; micromachining is low cost and has sufficient precision but only allows simplistic shapes to be machined; lithography is a slow process technique; and laser micromachining is a relatively expensive technique, although it can give good accuracy, shape complexity, and process rate parameters.
The proposed method of vibration-assisted thermal imprint combines the advantages of several techniques mentioned above. It is fast like the microdeformation technique but enables much higher precision of the obtained replica and allows more complex geometrical forms to be replicated. A general view of the kit for vibration-assisted thermal imprint of microstructures (or microstructure replication) is shown in Figure 13 . It includes a Tinius Olsen material testing machine (1) with a replication unit fixed in it (A), an Agilent 33220A function waveform generator (2), an EPA-104 (Piezo Systems Inc., Woburn, MA, USA) linear amplifier (4) power source (3) of heating element (8) , and a PC with the installed software for signal processing (5) . The main functional part-the replication unit that is fixed in grip elements of the testing machine-is presented in Figure 13A . Here, the sonotrode above the PZT polymer-coated copper foil can be clearly distinguished. A detailed structure of the sonotrode is also given. To the bottom surface of the cubic-shape front mass (9), a nickel master matrix is attached. High frequency excitation is applied to the front mass with the help of a piezo stack (6-7) attached to its top surface, and it is heated using a heating element (8) perpendicularly traversing it. The dimensions of the cube are 22 × 22 × 22 mm. The piezo stack consists of six piezoceramic (piezoceramics PZT-5H) rings (7) with the following dimensions: outer diameter, 22 mm; inner diameter, 10 mm; thickness, 5 mm and steel cap (6) for creating initial pre-stress of the rings. The imprint process is carried out as follows. The sonotrode with the attached mass matrix is pressed against the surface of the copper foil with PZT polymer coating with the force creating 0.5 bar pressure at the contact under 11 kHz vibrations generated with the help of piezo stack and 1480 temperature achieved using the heating element. After maintaining the pressure for 10 s, the replica of the microstructure is obtained. Geometrical characteristics of its profile are shown in Figure 14 . The proposed method of vibration-assisted thermal imprint combines the advantages of several techniques mentioned above. It is fast like the microdeformation technique but enables much higher precision of the obtained replica and allows more complex geometrical forms to be replicated. A general view of the kit for vibration-assisted thermal imprint of microstructures (or microstructure replication) is shown in Figure 13 . It includes a Tinius Olsen material testing machine (1) with a 
Numerical Modeling and Experimental Analysis of Microchannel Performance
The behavior of the imprinted microchannel was investigated numerically using COMSOL Multiphysics 5.2a software. The microfluidic system shown in Figure 1 is periodical. It consists of a number of parallel microchannels with the same geometry (L = 20 µm, P = 4 µm, T = 2 µm, d = 0.56 µm, w = 2 µm, 2r = 2 µm), which connect the outlet and inlet fluid containers. Therefore, just one microchannel ( Figure 15) was analyzed in the model with symmetrical boundary conditions ( Figure  15b) . The left and right surfaces were fixed using rollers; the front and back surfaces were fixed immovably as they were attached to fluid containers. The bottom surface was attached to other components of the sensor; therefore, it was fixed fully and served as an electrical ground. Electrodes were formed on the top of the microchannel system. It was covered by a transparent layer, allowing visual inspection of the fluid flow and ensuring high pressure inside the channel. Vibrations in the network of microchannels were generated by sinusoidal electrical signal of 20 V. 
The behavior of the imprinted microchannel was investigated numerically using COMSOL Multiphysics 5.2a software. The microfluidic system shown in Figure 1 is periodical. It consists of a number of parallel microchannels with the same geometry (L = 20 µm, P = 4 µm, T = 2 µm, d = 0.56 µm, w = 2 µm, 2r = 2 µm), which connect the outlet and inlet fluid containers. Therefore, just one microchannel ( Figure 15) was analyzed in the model with symmetrical boundary conditions (Figure 15b) . The left and right surfaces were fixed using rollers; the front and back surfaces were fixed immovably as they were attached to fluid containers. The bottom surface was attached to other components of the sensor; therefore, it was fixed fully and served as an electrical ground. Electrodes were formed on the top of the microchannel system. It was covered by a transparent layer, allowing visual inspection of the fluid flow and ensuring high pressure inside the channel. Vibrations in the network of microchannels were generated by sinusoidal electrical signal of 20 V. The results of dynamic response simulation of the microchannel are presented in Figure 16 and 17. Deformation of the system electrically generated at 110 MHz frequency (the first natural frequency) is shown by the X component displacement field (Figure 16 ). It can be observed that the microchannel oscillated in half-wave mode, i.e., the cross-sectional area increased or reduced in phase through the entire length of the microchannel. Therefore, the microchannel functioned as a mechanical valve, and bioparticles could not pass it as they were stopped near its entrance. The system excited at the frequency of 122 MHz (the second natural frequency of the system) oscillated in full-wave mode, with the two halves of the microchannel along its length oscillating with 180 shift in phase (Figure 17) . Thus, the channel was divided into two segments with different concentrations of bioparticles: particles trapped at midpoint (wave node) and particle free at both ends (Figure 17 ). The results of dynamic response simulation of the microchannel are presented in Figures 16 and  17 . Deformation of the system electrically generated at 110 MHz frequency (the first natural frequency) is shown by the X component displacement field (Figure 16 ). It can be observed that the microchannel oscillated in half-wave mode, i.e., the cross-sectional area increased or reduced in phase through the entire length of the microchannel. Therefore, the microchannel functioned as a mechanical valve, and bioparticles could not pass it as they were stopped near its entrance. The system excited at the frequency of 122 MHz (the second natural frequency of the system) oscillated in full-wave mode, with the two halves of the microchannel along its length oscillating with 180 shift in phase (Figure 17) . Thus, the channel was divided into two segments with different concentrations of bioparticles: particles trapped at midpoint (wave node) and particle free at both ends (Figure 17 ). In the case of no oscillations of the channel, the particles could freely pass it. The functioning of the channel in different modes of particle manipulation was analyzed using SEM Quanta 200 FEG, and the SEM images of bioparticle transportation are presented in Figure 18 . The first row represents trapping of the particle in midpoint of the channel, the second row represents free pass of the particles, and the third row represents the case of mechanical valve. The functioning of the channel in different modes of particle manipulation was analyzed using SEM Quanta 200 FEG, and the SEM images of bioparticle transportation are presented in Figure 18 . The first row represents trapping of the particle in midpoint of the channel, the second row represents free pass of the particles, and the third row represents the case of mechanical valve.
Pressure-driven microflow was used for determination of flow characteristics in the microchannel network. The analyzed microchannel network was a periodic microfluidic structure (period, 4 µm; depth, 0.56 µm), which consisted of 100 microchannels. The pressure of 1 bar was maintained in the inlet container. Microflow analysis was performed with three types of liquids: pure water, acetone, and glycerol. In all cases, the calculated Reynolds number was significantly below 1. If the Reynolds number is very small (much less than 1), then the fluid will exhibit Stokes, or creeping flow, where the viscous forces of the fluid dominate the inertial forces. The determined parameters of pressure-driven microflow for different functioning modes of microchannel are presented in Table  3 . The experiment with the application of glycerol was not successful as the flow rate obtained was very low, and it was impossible to measure it.
The obtained values of flow rate (Table 3) were in correlation with the vibration shapes of the microchannel. When the channel was vibrating at the first natural frequency of 110 MHz, almost uniform change in its cross-sectional area was observed through the entire length. When the channel was vibrating at the second natural frequency of 122 MHz, the most expressed change in the crosssectional area was in certain zones of the channel. Thus, the highest flow rate was obtained when no vibrations were generated in the channel as there was no reduction of the cross-sectional area. In case of the first vibration mode, the flow rate was the lowest. This corresponded to the highest change in cross-sectional area. Vibrations at the second natural frequency were the intermediate case, both from the viewpoint of cross-sectional area change and the flow rate. Pressure-driven microflow was used for determination of flow characteristics in the microchannel network. The analyzed microchannel network was a periodic microfluidic structure (period, 4 µm; depth, 0.56 µm), which consisted of 100 microchannels. The pressure of 1 bar was maintained in the inlet container. Microflow analysis was performed with three types of liquids: pure water, acetone, and glycerol. In all cases, the calculated Reynolds number was significantly below 1. If the Reynolds number is very small (much less than 1), then the fluid will exhibit Stokes, or creeping flow, where the viscous forces of the fluid dominate the inertial forces. The determined parameters of pressure-driven microflow for different functioning modes of microchannel are presented in Table 3 . The experiment with the application of glycerol was not successful as the flow rate obtained was very low, and it was impossible to measure it. The obtained values of flow rate (Table 3) were in correlation with the vibration shapes of the microchannel. When the channel was vibrating at the first natural frequency of 110 MHz, almost uniform change in its cross-sectional area was observed through the entire length. When the channel was vibrating at the second natural frequency of 122 MHz, the most expressed change in the cross-sectional area was in certain zones of the channel. Thus, the highest flow rate was obtained when no vibrations were generated in the channel as there was no reduction of the cross-sectional area. In case of the first vibration mode, the flow rate was the lowest. This corresponded to the highest change in cross-sectional area. Vibrations at the second natural frequency were the intermediate case, both from the viewpoint of cross-sectional area change and the flow rate.
The numerical-experimental laser interferometric method was selected and applied for identification of liquid (concentration) flow characteristics in the periodic microstructure. Optical properties of the microfluid were investigated by a nondestructive optical laser diffractometer. He-Ne laser diffractometer (λ = 633 nm) was used in order to register intensities of reflected or transmitted diffraction maxima efficiencies. All liquids were characterized by relative diffraction efficiencies (RDE). The RDE is defined as the ratio of intensity of diffracted light to the i-th diffraction maxima (0, ±1, ±2, . . . ) with intensity of the reflected light from the surface without microrelief. The refractive index of Table 4 . Diffraction efficiencies of the periodic microstructures without an analyte (in air or vacuum) showed that the periodic microstructure (period, 4 µm; depth, 0.56 µm) was designed for operation in reflecting mode, i.e., the first-order diffraction maxima were three times higher than the zero-order diffraction maximum ( Figure 19 ). Therefore, the periodic microstructure in reflecting mode was sensitive enough to refractive index (density) of the analyte. The refractive index changed from 1.33 (pure water) to 1.47 (glycerol), leading to a decrease in the first-order maxima diffraction efficiency by four times, from 24% to 6% (Figure 19 ). The results validated the idea of identifying the liquid concentration in the periodic microstructures by applying numerical-experimental laser interferometric methods. The numerical-experimental laser interferometric method was selected and applied for identification of liquid (concentration) flow characteristics in the periodic microstructure. Optical properties of the microfluid were investigated by a nondestructive optical laser diffractometer. HeNe laser diffractometer (λ = 633 nm) was used in order to register intensities of reflected or transmitted diffraction maxima efficiencies. All liquids were characterized by relative diffraction efficiencies (RDE). The RDE is defined as the ratio of intensity of diffracted light to the i-th diffraction maxima (0, ±1, ±2, …) with intensity of the reflected light from the surface without microrelief. The refractive index of the liquids was determined by comparing the theoretical and experimental diffraction efficiencies. Optical properties of the materials used in calculations are presented in Table 4 . Diffraction efficiencies of the periodic microstructures without an analyte (in air or vacuum) showed that the periodic microstructure (period, 4 µm; depth, 0.56 µm) was designed for operation in reflecting mode, i.e., the first-order diffraction maxima were three times higher than the zero-order diffraction maximum (Figure 19) . Therefore, the periodic microstructure in reflecting mode was sensitive enough to refractive index (density) of the analyte. The refractive index changed from 1.33 (pure water) to 1.47 (glycerol), leading to a decrease in the first-order maxima diffraction efficiency by four times, from 24% to 6% (Figure 19 ). The results validated the idea of identifying the liquid concentration in the periodic microstructures by applying numerical-experimental laser interferometric methods.
Conclusions
In the present article, the research and development of an active microchannel for improving the effectiveness and accuracy of bioparticle manipulation by acoustic methods are presented.
The main points of the research are as follows: 1. Three different PZT nanocomposite polymers were developed to determine the most suitable option for acoustic field generation. PZT with PMMA as the binding material had an elasticity modulus of 6.3 GPa, PZT with PS as the binding material had an elasticity modulus of 5.3 GPA, and PZT with PVB as the binding material had elasticity modulus of 3.9 GPa. 
The main points of the research are as follows:
1. Three different PZT nanocomposite polymers were developed to determine the most suitable option for acoustic field generation. PZT with PMMA as the binding material had an elasticity modulus of 6.3 GPa, PZT with PS as the binding material had an elasticity modulus of 5.3 GPA, and PZT with PVB as the binding material had elasticity modulus of 3.9 GPa. 2.
The hydrophobic/hydrophilic properties were experimentally determined by measuring the water contact angle on the surface. The contact angle ranged from 92.94 • for PZT + PMMA to 80.71 • for PZT + PVB. This indicated that PMMA is a hydrophobic material with water, while PVB and PS showed contact angles of less than 90 • , meaning they would be considered as hydrophilic surfaces with water. 3.
The proposed vibration-assisted thermal imprint method, which involves thermal replication of microstructures with high-frequency assistance, enabled the formation of a microchannel network with the necessary geometry and precision for bulk acoustic wave generation in the developed PZT nanocomposite.
4.
The performance of the microchannel simulated by COMSOL software showed that it could function in three modes: valve mode that was closed for bioparticles when half wavelength oscillations of 110 MHz frequency were generated; bioparticle patterning or trap mode when full wavelength oscillations of 122 MHz frequency were generated; and mode with free pass for bioparticles when no vibrations were generated in the microchannel.
5.
The theoretical flow rate values in the microchannels were in agreement with the experimentally obtained flow rate values in the case of pressure-driven microflow when no vibrations were generated. For example, for water, the theoretical value was 0.145 µL/min and the experimentally obtained value was 0.11 µL/min when 1 bar pressure in the outlet container was maintained. The change in the cross-sectional area of the channel when the first mode (110 MHz frequency) and the second mode (122 MHz frequency) vibrations were generated gave the flow rate reduction of up to 0.05 µL/min and 0.08 µL/min, respectively, for water. 6.
The developed microchannel system for particle manipulation using bulk acoustic wave in microscale level is in line with the field of single molecule sensor technology and may be used as functional elements in biomedical engineering.
